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DESCRIPTION
============

Subscriber Kiosk automatically deletes items after they are sent to the list of subscribers
in order to prevent accidentally re-sending the same items. However, subscribers also
need a way to obtain items they may have missed. The solution is the Sent Item Storage
Box (SISBox) accessory for Subscriber Kiosk 3.0. The SISBox stores sent items and
makes them available to subscribers who may not have received them or have otherwise
lost or misplaced them. Whenever items are sent to the list of subscribers by using the
"Send Item(s)" command on the Master Kiosk, a copy is also sent to the SISBox.
Subscribers simply touch the SISBox to see a list of previously sent items and the date
each was sent, with the most recent items listed first. The subscriber is (optionally)
verified to be a current subscriber and is then prompted to view and select the items they
want. They will then be given the requested items. The owner can configure the SISBox
(via notecard) to show the item list in either chat or pop-up blue dialog box format. It can
also be optionally configured to suppress listing and delivering items that were sent
before the date on which the customer subscribed.

NOTE: Only items sent using the "Send Item(s)" command on the associated Master
Kiosk will be automatically sent to and stored in the SISBox. IMs sent from an IMCard
will NOT be stored and cannot be retrieved.

NOTE: Subscribers can only retrieve previously sent items by visiting a SISBox. They
cannot be shown or retrieved from a Remote Kiosk.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS CAN BE FOUND LATER IN THIS NOTECARD.

Configuration notecards in the SISBox and the associated Master Kiosk are used to
establish their relationship to each other. Basically, the name of the SISBox must be put
on the "SISBox=" line of "Subscriber Config" notecard in the Master Kiosk, and the
name of the Master Kiosk must be put on the "SubKiosk=" line of the "SISBox Config"
notecard in the SISBox. Configuration notecards are also used to set certain optional
parameters.

CAUTION: Config notecard commands and names are case sensitive.
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"SISBox Config" Notecard (in the SISBox):
=================================
AutoDelete=X where X is the number of days after which a sent item is automatically
deleted. If X is 0 or the "AutoDelete=X" line is omitted, sent items are not automatically
deleted and must be deleted manually.
Example: AutoDelete =30

SubKiosk=kiosk_name where "kiosk_name" is the name of the Master Kiosk that the
SISBox checks to see if the requester is a current subscriber. If subscriber status is
verified, a numbered list of previously sent items is shown. If not, an error message is
shown and no sent items are shown. If the "SubKiosk=kiosk_name" line is missing, the
numbered list of previously sent items will be shown and can be retrieved without
checking whether or not the requester is a subscriber.
Example: SubKiosk=My Main Kiosk

ShowPreSubItems=YES or NO determines whether or not sent items with dates earlier
than the subscribe date of the requester will be shown. NO prevents showing such items.
This is to stop someone from subscribing just to get all of the previously sent items, then
unsubscribing. If YES is specified or if the line is missing, validated subscribers will be
shown the entire list of sent items irrespective of date. Note that a valid Master Kiosk
name must be specified on the "SubKiosk=name" line for this function to work.
Example: ShowPreSubItems=NO

DialogBox=1 or 0 determines how the list of items are shown and selected by the user.
Set to 1 (default) to show items for selection via blue pop-up dialog box. Set to 0 to show
items for selection in chat.

"Subscriber Config" Notecard (in the Master Kiosk):
========================================
SISBox=name where “name” is the name of the desired SISBox. This designates which
SISBox the Master Kiosk will send its sent items to.
Example: SISBox=My Main SISBox

GENERAL INFORMATION
======================
SISBox Structure. The SISBox is comprised of 2
linked prims. The root prim is the box itself and
contains the SISBox Manager script and SISBox
Config notecard. The name of this prim can be
changed to whatever you want to call your SISBox. If
you are setting up several SISBoxes associated with
different Master Kiosks, each SISBox must have a
unique name. The child prim is named "SISBox
Contents" and is a simulated stack of papers. It
contains a script named "SISBox Contents" that causes
the paper to appear or disappear depending on whether
or not there are any sent items stored in the SISBox. The thickness of paper stack is
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proportional to the number of sent items stored in the SISBox. This provides a quick
visual clue of the status of the SISBox. If the owner touches the paper stack (rather than
the SISBox), he will be given the option to empty all sent items from the SISBox.

SISBox Setup Options. The SISBox can be set up as a separate device or made part of a
linked set of prims with a Subscriber Kiosk Master (so they can be moved around as one
unit). If set up as a separate device, it must located in the same sim/region as its
associated Master Kiosk. To make it part of a Master Kiosk linked set, select the SISBox
first, position it where desired relative to the Master Kiosk, then hold down the shift key
and select the Master Kiosk. Then select the "Link" command from the Tools menu.
This will ensure that the advertisement panel of the Master Kiosk remains the root prim
of the resulting linked set.

Unlinking the SISBox from a Master Kiosk. If you added the SISBox into the linked
set of a Master Kiosk, then later decide to remove it, be sure to check the “Edit Linked
Parts” box and then select only the two prims (the box and paper) of the SISBox before
unlinking. If the box is empty, the paper will be invisible but its outline will still show
when selected for editing. After unlinking, either delete both SISBox prims or relink
them to each other, making sure to make the box itself the root prim , i.e., select the paper
stack first, then hold down the shift key and select the box, then select "Link".

Use with Multiple Master Kiosks. The SISBox can receive and store items sent from
multiple Master Kiosks by setting the "SISBox=name" on each Master Kiosk's
"Subscriber Config" notecard to specify the same SISBox name. This allows you to
place one SISBox in a central location and have it store and make available items sent
from multiple Master Kiosks within the same region. However, a SISBox can only check
one Master Kiosk to validate that a requester is a current subscriber. Also note that a
Master Kiosk cannot send items to multiple SISBoxes.

Deleting Items. If the owner touches the paper stack (rather than the SISBox), he/she/it
will given the option to empty (delete) all sent items from the SISBox. If you only want
to delete some of the items and you don't use the AutoDelete function, you will have to
manually remove them from the SISBox using the Edit window. Right click the SISBox,
then left click on Edit in the pie. Select the Contents tab (select "more.." if it’s not
visible), then right click the desired item and select Delete (to delete a sent item). If the
SISBox is part of a linked set with a Master Kiosk, check the "Edit Linked Parts" box
after opening the Edit window, select the SISBox, select the Contents tab then select the
desired item to edit or delete.

Manually Adding Items. You can manually add items to the SISBox at any time by
simply dragging/dropping them into the SISBox Contents folder using the Edit window
(if set up as part of a linked set) or just dropping on the SISBox (only if set up as a
separate device). Manually added items will be given the current date for purposes of the
AutoDelete function and numbered item list ordering. Note that to drop textures or
objects directly on the SISBox, you must hold down the CTRL key when dropping. This
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is also recommended if dropping scripts because it drops them non-running, although it is
preferable to put scripts in a box first.

Rezzing, De-rezzing or Resetting. The SISBox (and/or its linked Master Kiosk) can be
taken into inventory and re-rezzed without affecting the dates of the sent items. However
if the SISBox Manager script is reset or deleted/replaced, the date information on the sent
items will be lost and will be replaced by the current date. This will affect both the order
in which the items are shown and the AutoDelete function.

Storage Limits. The number of sent items that can be stored in the SISBox is limited to
50. If additional items are added (either automatically from the Master Kiosk or
manually), the same number of the oldest items will be deleted such that the total number
of items in the list does not exceed 50. An advisory IM will also be sent to the owner.

SISBox Range. SISBoxes and Master Kiosks must have the same owners. They can be
located anywhere within the same sim/region.

The SISBox delivery box also includes an alternate design called the SISBox Light. This
object includes an open source script (SISBox Light) in its child prim that can be used an
example for developing your own SISBox prims and script to change how the SISBox
looks and indicates its status/contents. For details and interface protocols, go to the end
of this notecard.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
============================
This notecard assumes you have opened the box in which this SISBox Kit was delivered,
and selected "Copy to Inventory". The contents of the delivery box should now be in
your inventory in a folder named "Subscriber Kiosk SISBox Kit".

UPDATING YOUR MASTER KIOSK(S)

In order for the Master Kiosk to send items to the SISBox and to respond to subscriber
verification requests from the SISBox, the following script versions (or later) must be
installed in your Master Kiosk.

Subscriber API (version 3.0.1.4)
Subscriber Master (version 3.0.3.1)
Subscriber Master Comm (version 3.0.3.0)
Subscriber User (version 3.0.2.4)
Subscriber VManager (version 3.0.0.4)

If you received and installed Update Kit #2 or purchased/upgraded your Subscriber Kiosk
3.0 after 20 November 2008, the above script versions should already be installed.

To check the installed script versions, stand within 20 meters of your kiosk and type "/5
Version?" (without quotes) in the chat window. If there is more than one Master Kiosk
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within 20 meters, add the name of the desired Master Kiosk to the above command, e.g.
"/5 Version? My Kiosk". The command should take about 30 seconds to complete.
Verify the indicated version numbers match the ones listed above and confirm that all
scripts indicate a status of "OK".

You can also check the status of individual scripts as follows: right click on the kiosk and
select “Edit” from the pie, select the Content tab, right click the desired script, select
properties, and find the version number in the Description field.

If any of the above scripts are either missing or are an earlier version, you need to obtain
and install the latest versions of these scripts before proceeding. The SISBox will not
work with earlier versions of these scripts. You can obtain the update kits and/or latest
script versions from the Subscriber Kiosk 3.0 vendor board at our in-world store (Night
Sky - Fred's Corner) at Distorted(221, 142,115). After touching the vendor board, select
“Upgrade” from the blue dialog box, then select “Master”. You will be prompted to enter
your Master Kiosk’s configuration code (displayed in chat when you rez the Master
Kiosk). After your code has been verified, do one of the following:

 Select Update Kit 2 and you will be given the kit at no cost. Also, if you
purchased your kiosk prior to October 14th, and you haven’t already installed
Update Kit 1, repeat the above process to also get that kit. Follow the Update Kit
installation instructions notecards to update your kiosk. If you have to install both
kits, be sure to install Update Kit 1 first, then Update Kit 2.

OR

 Select the same kiosk type as you currently own (e.g., Lite, Basic, Standard or
Pro). You will be given a complete Master Kiosk package containing all the
latest scripts, at no cost. Replace any/all earlier version scripts in your existing
Master Kiosk with the ones from the new kiosk.

CAUTION: It should not be necessary to replace any “Subscriber Slave” scripts
for this update. However if any “Subscriber Slave” scripts ever need to be
replaced for any reason, make sure you have backed up your subscriber database
first. You will need to restore this database after deleting or replacing any
“Subscriber Slave” scripts.

If you have any problems with the above, send me a notecard with your configuration
code and a copy of the response to the /5 Version? command from the chat history and I
will send you the latest version scripts.

SETTING UP THE SISBOX

1. Rez the SISBox.

2. Right click on the SISBox, select "Edit" from the pie menu, then select the
"Content" tab in the Edit window. If not showing, select the "More" button.

3. Double click the "SISBox Config" notecard and edit it to specify the desired
parameters described earlier in this notecard. On the command line

http://slurl.com/secondlife/Distorted/221/142/115?title=Night%20Sky%20-%20Fred's%20Corner
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Distorted/221/142/115?title=Night%20Sky%20-%20Fred's%20Corner
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“SubKiosk=kiosk_name”, be sure to replace “kiosk_name” with the name of the
desired Master Kiosk.

NOTE: The "SISBox Config" notecard lines beginning with // are comments and
can either be deleted or left for future reference. If you want to delete a
particular command line, you can just put // in front of the command and it will be
ignored.

CAUTION: "SISBox Config" notecard commands and names are case sensitive.
There should be no space after the equal sign and no quote marks.

4. Save the edited "SISBox Config" notecard.

5. Rename the SISBox itself to a unique name, i.e. different from any other
SISBoxes you are using.

6. Select the associated Master Kiosk and edit its “Subscriber Config” notecard by
adding the line “SISBox=name” (without quotes), where “name” is replaced by
the name of the associated SISBox from the previous step. Save the edited
notecard.

7. If you want to make the SISBox part of a linked set with the Master Kiosk, follow
the standard SL procedure for linking objects. Make sure you select the SISBox
first, position it where desired, then select the Master Kiosk before selecting the
"Link" command. This will ensure that the advertisement panel of the Master
Kiosk remains the root prim of the linked set.

8. Test the SISBox communications with the Master Kiosk as described in the
following steps. It is best to do this with a Master Kiosk that has only yourself as
a subscriber in order to avoid spamming your subscriber list with test items.

9. Place a few inventory items into the Master Kiosk and select "Send Item(s)".
Verify you receive the items, then discard them.

10. Touch the SISBox. If a valid Master Kiosk name was specified in the
"SubKiosk=" line of the "SISBox Config" notecard, the SISBox should check
with that kiosk to verify current subscriber status. If you are on the subscriber
list, verification should succeed.

11. If verification was successful, the SISBox will present a numbered list of the sent
items. If using the chat option (DialogBox=0) enter the number(s) of one or more
of the items via the chat window when prompted and verify that they are
delivered. Then discard them. If using the dialog box option (DialogBox=1),
select the desired item(s) using the numbered buttons then press the Deliver
button to receive all selected items. You may have select Page Fwd/Back and/or
scroll the dialog box window up/down to see all available items.

12. Delete yourself from the Master Kiosk, then repeat step 10 above and verify that
it denies you access to the sent items.

13. Touch the paper stack within the SISBox. On the resulting blue dialog box, select
Yes to empty the SISBox and verify that the paper stack disappears.
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MODIFYING THE SISBOX

You can resize and/or retexture the SISBox as you desire. Note that the simulated paper
stack in SISBoxes purchased prior to 21 December 2008 would return to its original size
after resizing. This has been corrected in the scripts SISBox Manager version 3.0.1.5
(and later) and SISBox Contents version 3.0.0.2 (and later). A SISBox Update Kit (Rev
A) was sent out to all prior SISBox owners at no cost. If you need an Update Kit and
didn't get one, please send me an IM request.

WRITING YOUR OWN SISBOX CHILD PRIM SCRIPT AND/OR DESIGNING
YOUR OWN SISBOX PRIMS (Applies to SISBox Manager version 3.0.1.5 and later)

Some owners have indicated they would like the SISBox to look and act differently.
Since there are too many possibilities to address with product variants, I have decided to
publish the interface between the SISBox Manager script in the root prim and the owner's
own script in the child prim. This allows owners to create their own SISBox prims, copy
my SISBox Master script and the SISBox Config notecard to the root prim, and write
their own SISBox script for the child prim. The two scripts communicate via the
following linked messages:

Owner's SISBox child prim script code to listen to SISBox Master script for quantity of
items in SISBox and max allowed quantity:

link_message(integer sender_number, integer number, string message, key id)
{

if(number == 10001)
{

integer ItemQty = (integer)message; // This is the number of items currently in the
SISBox (between 0 and MaxQty).

integer MaxQty = (integer)((string)id); //This is the maximum number of items
allowed (50 in this SISBox version).

//Take whatever action you want based on these numbers.
}
//else ignore link message.

}

Owner's SISBox Contents script code to tell SISBox Master to empty the SISBox:

llMessageLinked(LINK_SET,10000,"Empty SISBox",NULL_KEY);
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SISBOX LIGHT - AN EXAMPLE OBJECT AND SCRIPT (OPEN SOURCE)
ALTERNATE TO THE STANDARD SISBOX CONTENTS SCRIPT
(Applies to SISBox Manager version 3.0.1.5 and later)

I have included an alternate SISBox object called "SISBox Light" comprised of two
prims, a metallic ring and a central light. The root prim (the ring) contains the standard
SISBox Manager script and SISBox Config notecard. The child prim (the light) contains
the SISBox Light script that is provided in open source form as an example of how you
can create your own SISBox design. It interfaces with the SISBox Master script using
the linked message protocol described above. The light is off when the SISBox is empty,
slowly flashes green when there are items in the SISBox, and rapidly flashes red when
the SISBox is full (i.e. it contains the MaxQty of items indicated in the above linked
message). The owner (and only the owner) can empty the box by touching the central
light. The SISBox Light also indicates the status by the color and content of its hover
text. The hover text can be turned ON or OFF by putting "HovText=ON" or
"HovText=OFF" (without quotes) in the object description field of the child prim (the
central light). Be sure to check "Edit Linked Parts" in the Edit window to select and edit
the root and child prims separately.

===========================================================

If you have any problems with or questions about the above procedures, send me an IM
describing the problem or question.

Best Regards,

Fred Allandale
Night Sky Creations
Fred_Allandale@msn.com

mailto:Fred_Allandale@msn.com
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====================
DISCLAIMER

====================

SUBSCRIBER KIOSK SISBOX IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF
ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR
COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,
ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE
USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.


